Press release
Two Schneider Electric smart factories recognized as the
Lighthouses of the Fourth Industrial Revolution by the
World Economic Forum
•

•
•

Le Vaudreuil factory in France was awarded among the world’s top nine
most advanced “lighthouse” that is leading the successful implementation
of Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies at scale
Wuhan site in China recognized as a developing “lighthouse” that sets the
standard for smart factories in China and beyond
Schneider Electric becomes part of an elite network of “manufacturing
lighthouses” that share knowledge and best practices amongst the industry

Tianjin, People’s Republic of China, September 20, 2018 – Schneider Electric, the leader in digital
transformation of energy management and automation, has today had its Le Vaudreuil factory in France
selected among the world’s top nine advanced “lighthouse” site that embed the technologies of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution into modern production at the World Economic Forum’s 12 th Annual Meeting of the New
Champions in Tianjin, China.
The factories designated as “lighthouses” have comprehensively deployed a wide range of Fourth Industrial
Revolution technologies and use cases at scale, while keeping people and sustainability at the heart of their
innovation strategies. Smart and integrated, Schneider Electric’s Le Vaudreuil factory has introduced digital
tools such as augmented reality which empowers operators to gain visibility into operations, maintenance, and
energy use across sites, helping to reduce maintenance costs by 30%, while increasing overall equipment
efficiency by 7%.
Schneider Electric showcases successful implementation of Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies
to lead smart factories of the future
The ‘Summer Davos’ event, or the World Economic Forum’s 12th Annual Meeting of the New Champions,
gathers more than 2000 business leaders, policy-makers, and experts from over 80 countries, featuring top
level discussions under this year’s theme of Shaping Innovative Societies in the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is estimated to deliver $3.7 trillion to the global economy through enhanced
productivity1.
Selected from a list of more than 1000 manufacturing companies, the world’s leading smart factories of the
future were awarded as “lighthouse” sites during the summit based on their successful implementation of
Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies in ways that have driven financial and operational impact.
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Schneider Electric’s Le Vaudreuil factory was awarded as one of the world’s top nine most advanced
“lighthouse” sites applying Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies at scale. The factory has implemented
the latest digital tools such as EcoStruxureTM Augmented Operator Advisor which enables operators to use
augmented reality to speed up operation and maintenance, delivering between 2% and 7% gain in productivity.
Its first implementation of EcoStruxureTM Resource Advisor delivers up to 30% energy savings and contributes
to continuous improvement over the years.
Schneider Electric’s Wuhan factory was recognized by the forum’s expert community as a developing
“lighthouse” site for its pioneering adoption of smart manufacturing technologies in China. Selected as the first
digital deployment site for Schneider Electric’s digital transformation journey two years ago, Wuhan leverages
Schneider Electric’s EcoStruxureTM for Industry architecture to set the standard for smart factories in China and
beyond. The site has implemented asset performance and reliability via IIoT and cloud solutions which have
delivered a return on investment in six months.
Alain Dedieu, Senior Vice President, Strategy, Industry Business, representing Schneider Electric at the
working session Building Factories of the Future, outlined the implementation of Schneider Electric’s innovative
technologies in its own plants to demonstrate how today’s connected and digitalized world has brought product
and operational excellence, but also competitive business advantage through superior customer experience.
He also highlighted how Schneider Electric’s global supply chain practices are contributing to accelerating
sustainable and green industry.
From demonstration to transformation: the network of ‘manufacturing “lighthouses”
Over 70% of businesses investing in technologies such as big data analytics, artificial intelligence, or 3D
printing are not able to take the projects beyond pilot phase.2 To address the challenges confronting industries
in both advanced and emerging economies when it comes to investing in advanced technologies, the World
Economic Forum officially launched the network of “manufacturing lighthouses” to create a learning platform
where the “lighthouses” capture the benefits for the larger manufacturing ecosystem which includes large multinational organizations, small and medium enterprises, start-ups, governments, and academia.
Schneider Electric is now part of an elite community of leaders in the Fourth Industrial Revolution who have
agreed to open their doors to share their knowledge and best practices with other industries (such as food and
beverage, electronics etc.) and develop an ecosystem of innovators, which will continue to grow and advance
the adoption of smart manufacturing technologies.
The Le Vaudreuil factory has already received the Vitrine Industrie du Futur (“Future Industry Showcase”) label
from Alliance Industrie du Futur in France. Earlier this year, this digitally transformed factory was inaugurated
on April 3, 2018 in the presence of Sébastien Lecornu, French Secretary of State and Minister of Ecological
and Inclusive Transition; and Jean-Pascal Tricoire, Chairman & CEO of Schneider Electric.
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About Schneider Electric
Schneider Electric is leading the Digital Transformation of Energy Management and Automation in Homes, Buildings, Data Centers,
Infrastructure and Industries.
With global presence in over 100 countries, Schneider is the undisputable leader in Power Management – Medium Voltage, Low Voltage
and Secure Power, and in Automation Systems. We provide integrated efficiency solutions, combining energy, automation and software.
In our global Ecosystem, we collaborate with the largest Partner, Integrator and Developer Community on our Open Platform to deliver
real-time control and operational efficiency.
We believe that great people and partners make Schneider a great company and that our commitment to Innovation, Diversity and
Sustainability ensures that Life Is On everywhere, for everyone and at every moment.
www.schneider-electric.com

Discover Life Is On

Discover EcoStruxure

Follow us on:
Hashtags: #DigitalEconomy #Industry #EcoStruxure #IoT #WhatsYourBoldIdea #SmartFactory #AMNC18
#WorldEconomicForum #Automation #DigitalTransformation
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